What Do I Know How To Do?

I am comfortable in affirming that I have developed the following sets of skills:

1. I know how to frame a vision.
   
   Comfortable Somewhat Comfortable Ugh!

2. I know how to engage the congregation in planning.
   
   Comfortable Somewhat Comfortable Ugh!

3. I know how to lead a staff
   
   Comfortable Somewhat Comfortable Ugh!

4. I know how to manage finances.
   
   Comfortable Somewhat Comfortable Ugh!

5. I know how to develop future leadership.
   
   Comfortable Somewhat Comfortable Ugh!

6. I know how to create space for new ministerial leadership.
   
   Comfortable Somewhat Comfortable Ugh!

7. I know how to be the Chief Communicator
   
   Comfortable Somewhat Comfortable Ugh!

8. I know how to support leaders.
   
   Comfortable Somewhat Comfortable Ugh!
Sources — transferable skills, knowledge, training, perspective

Management Help:  https://managementhelp.org
Training for Change:  https://www.trainingforchange.org
NYNMedia - City and State:  https://nynmedia.com
Nonprofit Quarterly:  https://nonprofitquarterly.org
Chronicle of Philanthropy:  https://www.philanthropy.com
Philanthropy News Digest:  https://philanthropynewsdigest.org
Alban Weekly:  https://alban.org/about-alban/
Management Assistance Group:  http://www.managementassistance.org

Read great books that address your specific questions about church management.

Robert Dale:  Good News for Great Leaders
Robert Dale:  Leadership for a Changing Church
Susan Beaumont:  When Moses Meets Aaron
Dan Hotchkiss:  Governance and Ministry
Richard Hammar:  Church Finance: The Complete Guide to Managing Ministry Resources
Gil Rendle/Alice Mann:  Holy Conversations